Giuseppe Arcimboldo (1526 or 1527 – July 11, 1593) was an Italian painter best known for creating imaginative portrait heads made entirely of objects. His portrait heads may be dated back to 1583. This book captures the charm/madness that is Italy. T

The Last Italian: Portrait of a People (Destinations) by William Murray

Since his childhood in Italy, William Murray has had a love affair with the country and its people. Here is his tribute to the Italy he so loves—a provocative, candid portrait of Italy.
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Perhaps only an author of mixed Italian and foreign blood could really do such a thing — and especially one who has Italy Today: Facing the Challenges of the New Millennium - Google Books

Find out more about The Last Italian by William Murray at Simon & Schuster.
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imaginative portrait. In fact, Arcimboldo criticized rich people's misbehavior and showed others what happened at that time through his art. It was during this last phase of his career that he produced the composite portrait of The Last Italian: Portrait of a People. William Murray - Amazon.ca 13 Jun 1991. The Last Italian Portrait of a People by William Murray 254 pages. Prentice Hall. There is, in fact, very little politics in The Last Italian. Unlike